Summary: RNA atomic resolution structures have revealed the existance of different families of basepair interactions, each of which with its own isosteric sub-families. Ribostral (Ribonucleic Structural Aligner) is a user-friendly framework for analyzing, evaluating, and viewing RNA sequence alignments with at least one available atomic resolution structure. It is the first of its kind that makes direct and easy-to-understand superposition of the isostericity matrices of basepairs observed in the structure onto sequence alignments, easily indicating allowed and unallowed substitutions at each BP position. Potential mistakes in the alignments can then be corrected using other sequence editing software. Ribostral has been developed and tested under Windows XP, and is capable of running on any PC or MAC platform with MATLAB 7.1 (SP3) or higher installed. A stand-alone version is also available for the PC platform.
INTRODUCTION
Our knowledge of RNA structure has increased dramatically during the last few years. It is now known that basepairs (BPs), which form the central unit through which RNA secondary and tertiary structures are formed, do not fall into a single category, but instead fall into one of twelve main families, as well as some additional intermediate families (Leontis and Westhof, 2001) . Each one of the BP families has its own pattern of isosteric subfamilies where BPs can replace each other without distorting the structure (Leontis et al., 2002) . Most current RNA alignment algorithms, however, do not take 3D structure into consideration. Helices with ordered Watson-Crick (WC) BPs are well aligned by these methods, but loop and junction positions and other positions occupied mostly by non-WC BPs are aligned less accurately. These positions comprise about one third of all RNA interactions. Ribostral (Ribonucleic Structural Aligner) is a user friendly suite of tools that allows the investigator to evaluate sequence alignments based upon known atomic resolution structures. It helps indicate the locations of errors in the alignment in case they are present, so that corrections can be made via one of the several available alignment editors. The only structural information that is required is the locations and types of BPs from a reference organism represented in the alignment. One of Ribostral's functions is capable of extracting this information directly from PDB files.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
IMPLEMENTATION
Ribostral is intended to be an intuitive tool that incrementally and dynamically displays relevant options depending on the input files read and their contents. At first a sequence alignment file in FASTA format is loaded (Fig. 1a) . In addition to sequence information found in this file, the program is capable of fetching other relevant information saved by the user, such as the boundaries and names of subgroups or domains represented in the alignment (consult online user manual for details). At this stage, one can interactively analyze sequence substitutions of specific BPs or longer motifs in the alignment (Fig 1c) . This behaves like classical sequence analysis tools that do not relate to structure. Ribostral's main strength becomes apparent when the user, in addition, loads a spreadsheet containing BP positions and types (Fig. 1b ). The program then becomes capable of analyzing sequence substitutions in light of these structural data. Each BP position is scored based on the number of its sequence substitutions which are isosteric, nearly-isosteric, heterosteric, or forbidden by comparison to the reference sequence with known 3D structure. The parameters affecting the score can be easily modified by the user.
The result of the analysis is communicated to the user in several ways. In the interactive analysis Graphical User Interface (GUI) (Fig. 1c) , the user is capable of analyzing individual positions or all positions belonging to a specific BP family. The results appear on the same GUI in the form of a substitution matrix made of pushbuttons with different colors. The colors indicate the isosteric, nearly-isosteric, heterosteric, and forbidden subfamilies for the analyzed BP. By activating any of the substitution matrix pushbuttons, one can get the names of sequences giving rise to the particular substitution. Thus, the user can quickly and easily identify the locations of "potential errors" or motif swaps in the alignment. A simple PDB viewer is also integrated with the program, where the user can immediately display the structure of relevant nucleotides without having to start a dedicated structure viewer.
In addition to the interactive analysis tool, Ribostral is capable of analyzing an entire list of BPs to produce an HTML output file with a colored substitution matrix for each of them (Fig 1d) . In this way, results can be obtained for tens or hundreds of BPs at once, with individual BP scores and total scores clearly indicated in the same output file. The BP scores can be plotted on screen to show directly the extent to which BP positions in the alignment agree with structure. Another output file that displays the quality of the alignment is the Sequence Viewer HTML file. In this file, the original alignment is displayed with residues colored according to their isosteric agreement with the structure (Fig. 1e) . The Sequence ) is the optional Excel BP list that includes 3D structural data (here, based on 5S rRNA H. marismortui, PDB file 1S72 (Ban et al., 2000) ). In the "interactive analysis" GUI (c) the user can analyze individual BPs or all BPs belonging to a certain family. The user can also analyze longer motifs. Output 2 (d) is an HTML file representing the isosteric analysis and scores of all BPs from input 2 (colors correspond to isosteric subfamilies; details about the meanings of tables seen in (c) and (d) are explained in detail in the user manual). Output 3 (e) is the "Alignment Viewer" HTML file with colors distinguishing between isosteric, nearly-isosteric, heterosteric, and forbidden substitution in the alignment. This output file also includes the structural masks which describe the folding of the molecule.
Viewer also contains several structure masks that Ribostral builds automatically based upon the list of BPs provided (Fig. 2) . Nested BPs (mostly BPs forming the secondary structure and prevailing in helical regions) are represented in the "2D mask" by nested parentheses. Crossing BPs (e.g. in pseudoknots or in other complicated tertiary motifs) are represented in the "3D mask" and "13D mask". The "3D mask" is a copy of the "2D mask", but with the addition of bracket symbols that represent crossing interactions. The "13D mask" is similar to the "3D mask", but instead of using brackets, Fig. 2 . Schematic explanation of structural masks, which are onedimensional representations of structure. The example shown here is from Helix 95 containing the sarcin/ricin motif of H. marismortui 23S rRNA, pdb file 1S72 (Ban et al., 2000) . Because some nucleotides may simultaneously form several basepairs, the 13D and 3D masks may have some symbols overwriting each other in places where crossing interactions occur. thirteen different pairs of symbols are used to indicate both the location and the type of interaction. The thirteen symbols used are the letters of the Latin alphabet, with every two consecutive letters forming a matching pair that represents the opening and closing of a particular type of basepairing. By using uppercase and lowercase letters, the "13D mask" is also capable of indicating the orientation of asymmetric BPs. This is the first time such a one-dimensional representation capable of capturing all information about basepairing has been suggested (see the online manual for more details).
Besides the main functions discussed above, Ribostral is also capable of producing other output files upon changing its preferences. It also has functions that build BP lists directly from PDB files, or extract sub-parts of alignments to make more relevant mini-alignments representing particular motifs.
Finally, Ribostral's framework is designed to be easily expandable, making it possible to add more functions as they become available.
